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Let us begin with Woo Jeongsu’s drawings on glass windows. Woo installed drawings 

on glass windows in his 2017 solo exhibition Patterns, then presented a larger-scale 

version titled Sunset Riot (2018). These drawings introduce opacity within the 

transparent order, physical and metaphorical, of glass. The shapes attached to glass 

cast glimmering shadows on the floor as light passes through the windows. The 

figures suspended in air have no weight or density. They are not given a world on 

which to ground their feet. In fact, they reveal their existence by asserting their 

nonexistence. Calling these shapes transparent veils that hide nothing seems most 

appropriate. The appearance and disappearance of images serves as content.  

 

By nature, glass separates the inside from the outside, at the same time connecting the 

two. Transparent walls, which have interspatial properties, are often covered with 

alluring images and messages in commercial spaces. They are also used to create a 

holy, sublime atmosphere, manipulating the transmission of light and effects of color, 

as with stained glass. Because of the transparency of these devices, which separate 

inside from outside, the spaces on either side are endlessly mystified by each other. On 

top of this material, the artist draws a group of women with covered faces who 

intimidate those on the inside and the outside of the window, dancing skulls and 

figures who are threatened by them, and people in strange poses. The fictional images 

on the boundary of norms, and between life and death, are less about the inside and 

the outside, this life and the afterlife, or this world and the next, than the boundaries 



between them. A series of stories form outlines in connected lines, and light passes 

through areas that one might expect to be densely filled with flesh. At the intersection 

of content and form, shapes that could be called the linear bodies reveal signs of 

empty space on boundaries, existential voids implied by glass, and existence as a 

vacuum. 

 

In this way, lines are conspicuous in Woo’s works. The series of drawn lines has an 

imprinting effect, so to speak, reminding the viewer of a woodcut. Only, in contrast to 

a woodcut, which transfers an image through pressure, Woo’s handiwork brushes 

against the surface lightly with a controlled tempo. As a result, the scenes and shapes 

in the drawings present relatively light and varied dynamic movements. The artist’s 

strokes create shapes, at the same time erasing the determinacy of the shapes. Rather 

than pointing to either a shape or non-shape, the result remains somewhere in between, 

where decision has been deferred. 

 

Thin layers are overlapped on a flat surface, and lines are drawn over them to add 

texture and form. In this process, lines cross small and large surfaces, striding across 

the work’s surface and culminating in a maelstrom that fills the frame. The hand of the 

artist making the lines does not merely slide across glass, but sometimes imprints 

shapes on human skin. Remembering that several motifs found in Woo’s work have 

been tattooed on people, the viewer can imagine that deep color fields and 

subcutaneous tissue share certain properties. The surface lines engrave deep layers, 

creating a “depth effect.” The result is more of a “layer” of depth bound by an order of 



bareness than a depth of a world that sustains bare forms. 

 

The repetitions and variations found in Woo’s series works match the essential quality 

of temporality in his drawings on glass windows. Tape on glass draws images that are 

soon removed, images that are drawn to be removed. The exhibition period works as 

the permitted time of appearance and disappearance. The form is fixed, but it must be 

taken down at some point, and therefore it cannot become a monument. Compare 

these temporary symbols once again with the artist’s tattoo work. Unlike the images 

attached temporarily to glass surfaces, semi-permanent tattoos persist on withering 

skin. Witty works that derive permanent yet non-monumental images from 

degeneration reveal permanence and a resistance against it, while leaving inerasable, 

residue-like forms. This work of forging an interspace appears to be skeptical about 

permanence, yet it appears to be leaving a permanent trace of skepticism about 

persistence. 

 

Gravity has evaporated from the playful forms, which dawdle and slide across the 

surface. Momentarily, they stand at attention among urban beings flickering over the 

fast flow of the city. The appearance and disappearance of the imaginary boundary, 

which is neither life nor death, commands that the inside and the outside be separated 

and connected at the same time, but they adhere in a way that eliminates, rather than 

grants, meaning. 

 



The gap between temporary drawings and semi-permanent etchings is an idea that 

pierces multiple series, from the Flâneurs series in 2010 to the recent Protagonist 

series. Imperfect, outrageous, and ludicrous forms, composed of lines drawn in fast 

strokes on a fixed surface, sometimes resist being fixed by increasing their kinetic 

force or cause a fissure by remaining between their kinetic force and the fixed 

backdrop. In the Flâneurs series, flying books clutter an image. The books leave 

traces that form a cluster of clouds. Each page of the flying books becomes a drawing 

pattern, which leads to different forms. The scene of light lines compressing books 

and monkeys onto a surface, skipping the mighty weight of letters, language, and 

learning, leaves a ludicrous and dispirited feeling. This is reminiscent of the past that 

is submerged and destroyed by confusion and an ideal future, which the Icarus-like 

man, who must pursue something endlessly as a finite being, faces as he gazes back. 

The scene also prompts the viewer to ask whether the said dispiritedness will turn, in a 

comic twist, into a certain animal that has begun to possess prehuman intelligence.  

 

The dynamism of Woo’s images is transferred to the boats in the middle of storm 

waves in the Protagonist series. The swirling lines on the flat surface look poised to 

swallow the boats, but it is difficult to distinguish whether the boats are entering the 

waves or have emerged from within. The artist appears to be playing with moments of 

critical danger, expressed through an accumulation of deluging lines.  

 

The two-dimensional work of countless strokes that produces inundating waves and 

storms also controls and displaces disasters. In creating scenes of boats being swept by 



winds, storms, waves, and even by the paint stains and brush strokes filled in by the 

artist, Woo experiments with compositional layout and balance, introduction of 

foreign materials, and variations in color. In the middle of producing storms, causing 

disasters, and inventing miraculous moments by controlling lines within the 

composition, the artist inserts a strange form or floats a smile button over colossal 

waves and maelstroms, downplaying the disasters up to that point as a mere layer. 

This also represents the artist’s dry humor, which will not let go of a mischievous 

movement while contending with temporality and semipermanence, the inevitable 

helplessness one feels regarding time, and the artist’s omnipotence over the 

composition. Woo’s images seem to be advocating that we maintain the initiative in 

survival that is close to disaster, and over cruel transparency, without losing humor. 

  

 


